
A God 1301 

Chapter 1301: feng shui turns 

The moment he saw the Emperor Jiexin appearing, the Realm Beast King's first thought was to run away. 

Don't look at him in his lair now. 

But it's useless! The 'Old Nest' needs to build huge magic circles, the more top-notch magic circles, the 

greater the cost! The strength has reached the invincible level, and the strength needs to be improved? 

The price is too high! Emperor Xia, the ancestor of Yongye, etc. are all very powerful in their lair, but the 

increase in strength will not be too exaggerated, because they cannot be unlimited 

Chapter 1302: Invincible! ! ! 

The movement of Wang Yi's appearance in the Infernal Universe was huge, and he was quickly 

discovered by the Infernal Universe. 

When the powerhouses of the Infernal Universe saw the towering and infinitely high bronze pillars 

outside the Infernal Universe and the man standing in the void, they were all shocked. 

"Someone invaded?" 

"Is that Jiujiang God King outside the universe?" 

"What? The God King of Jiujiang dare to appear?" 

Since the creation of the Infernal Universe, it has not been invaded. This is the first time 

Chapter 1303: Invincible! ! ! 

The movement of Wang Yi's appearance in the Infernal Universe was huge, and he was quickly 

discovered by the Infernal Universe. 

When the powerhouses of the Infernal Universe saw the towering and infinitely high bronze pillars 

outside the Infernal Universe and the man standing in the void, they were all shocked. 

"Someone invaded?" 

"Is that Jiujiang God King outside the universe?" 

"What? The God King of Jiujiang dare to appear?" 

Since the creation of the Infernal Universe, it has not been invaded. This is the first time 

Chapter 1304: The Kingdom of Wu is rebuilt, and the strongest force is 'Tianhuangshan'! 

Originating in the mainland, with the fall of the strongest force in the past, the "Infernal Building", 

another behemoth rose. 

It is the Tianhuang Mountain founded by the current invincible powerhouse "King of the Nine Rivers" in 

the Origin Continent. 
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Tianhuang Mountain, who endured for many years, was finally born, and as soon as he was born, he 

shocked countless people as the most powerful force in the Origin Continent. 

Everyone knows that there is Jiujiang Shenwang, the invincible powerhouse who swept the entire 

continent of origin, in Tianhuang Mountain, and he is destined to become one of the other gods. 

Chapter 1305: People's joys and sorrows are not the same 

The day Wu State was officially founded. 

It can be called the most solemn scene in the history of Origin Continent! 

Because not only the **** kings from the cultivator camp gathered together! 

That is, the ancient indigenous peoples, the primitive life groups have all come here. 

When they saw the appearance of ancient indigenous people and primitive life, those **** kings almost 

doubted their eyes. 

But then it was said that this was invited by the owner of Tianhuang Mountain, the "Jiujiang God King". 

Practitioners God Kings 

Chapter 1306: I am back again 

Broken Tooth Mountains, Shiva Island. 

Many floating islands are very primitive, and only the clan lands are slightly more special! 

However, Supreme Shiva made some constructions on the floating island, paved with stone roads, and 

the stone roads criss-crossed all over the entire island, making it look less primitive and different. 

"Emperor Jiexin is here again?" Supreme Master Shi Fa was a little puzzled when he saw the young man 

in the fiery red robe. 

This time, Wang Yi lived alone. 

Chapter 1307: Fight Supreme! 

"Thousand-eyed water bead!" Shi Fa Supreme, who was watching all this on the shore, had such 

amazing eyes that he could clearly see the bead in the center of the stamen. 

Shi Fa Zhizun never expected that there is a thousand-eyed water drop hidden in the center of his Black 

Leaf Lake. 

When the black leaf flower fully bloomed, revealing the thousand-eyed water drop, the terrifying 

oppression that permeated everywhere suddenly disappeared. 

The moment he disappeared, Wang Yi, who had already been prepared, was already lightning-fast 

Chapter 1308: Snake Tooth Corridor 

The ups and downs of life are unexpected. 
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It turned out that Emperor Jiexin walked to the center of Heiye Lake, and the thousand-eyed water 

beads appeared. 

At that time, Shi Fa Supreme was shocked first, and then ecstatic. 

In his opinion, this is the treasure sent to him by God through the hand of Emperor Jiexin. In his own 

territory, Emperor Jiexin is alone. Isn't this most precious thousand-eyed water bead in his pocket! 

But later, Emperor Jiexin broke out with a terrifying soul move, 

Chapter 1309: Hey hey hey! 

The other four supreme beings all envied Wang Yi's good luck, and actually got a treasure certificate. 

Of course Shi Fa Zhizun didn't tell anyone about his losses, and he didn't allow his subordinates to 

spread the word. 

They didn't know that Wang Yi had two thousand-eyed drops of water on his body. 

Snake Tooth Corridor. 

The vicinity of the terrifying dark vortex in the Snake Tooth Corridor. The tearing power of the vortex 

was too strong, and the roar and fluctuations made Wang Yi tremble slightly, but the sound alone was 

not enough. 

Chapter 1310: no one can understand my happiness 

Wang Yi continued to fly, going to the first light group first. 

The vein channel of Consciousness Sea is even more slender. Although he flew the thickest channel, it 

was only a million miles wide. There are also staggered nodes in the vein channel, but at the 'nodes' it is 

very quiet, without any 'black wind' invasion! 

Yes, in the Sea of Consciousness, there is still a black wind howling, attacking Wang Yi's body. Only at the 

node can the power consumption of the thousand-eyed water bead be avoided. 

according to get 
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